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Abstract 
Boundary processing includes boundary extraction and boundary representation. It is a basic research in image 
processing and analysis and is also a problem which isn't complete solved. Boundary is a small part of image and is 
also an important feature of image. In the last decades, a number of image boundary representation procedures have 
been proposed, such as the chain code, directed graphs, Fourier series, etc. Chain code techniques are widely used in 
the study and using of the image for they preserve information and allow considerable data reduction. Meanwhile, the 
Nakhi pictographs are presented in order to implement the application of the chain code. The technical research and 
the application of chain code can accelerate the further study about the Naxi Nationality culture as well. It so 
necessary for smooth interaction between peoples and cultures in the modern world,  thus advance harmonious 
society progress of the Chinese nation. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University 
of Science and Technology. 
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1. Introduction 
 Lijiang, a village once called "Hua Ma country" in the remote ancient, due to the colorful paint horse 
on the shore of the Jinsha river loom gelegentlich soongorica Yashang deposition, ancient but beautiful. 
[1]The reason why Lijiang attracts the attention of so many visitors is obvious, not only so-called "the 
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Kupang of World Heritage Sites", but also because thousands of years, is noted for her Na Xi nationality 
profound cultural connotations.[2] The Nakhi pictographs, being the richest in connotation and research 
value in Nakhi culture.[3,5] It is exclusive to Nakhi nationality, belongs to hieroglyph and an important 
characters carrier of the Dongba civilization. [4]Owning the only handed down 2120 words of the world 
ancient characters which has literally passed through the hands of so many of their ancestors is still in use 
today.[5] One word shape for one object, or one thing, or one meaning. For comparison, simple strokes 
can show the outlines of its thing, object and meaning clearly, whereas aesthetic requirements in picture 
to look very real. Simple, but one word can distinguish from others.[4] 
  Heritage of traditional Chinese arts is a treasure to both Chinese nation and all human beings. With 
the growth of economy and synthetic national power in China, the problem that how to intensify our 
protection for intangible cultural heritage has being paid more and more attention by the whole society. 
[5]The study of minority nationality words has been becoming a hot topic in the field of research for 
granted, since China implemented its reform and opening up policies.[7] 
  Especially in this century, there are a lot of books written about the Nakhi pictographs by worldwide 
scholars. The most famous of which is "what some hieroglyphs Dictionary"，“A dictionary of Nakhi 
phonetic character”，“Nine classical annotation of Nakhi”by Li Lincan; “The research of Lijiang Nakhi 
Pictographs <Kojiki>”，“Picture Writing of Naxi Nationality<The White Bat Learned from Expert>” by 
Fu Mao；“A Nakhi-English Encyclopedic Dictionary” by Rock of America, and so on. Most notably, 
edited by Chinese scholars Fang guo-yu and He zhi-wu of the “spectrum of Nakhi hieroglyphs”, also on 
behalf of the high-level research. 
  While there is no research work in this region of pattern recognition, as a result of that-it has no 
normative writing styles and prescribed strokes like other nationality languages. Therefore, it is to adopt a 
different approach rather than copy research methods of other languages.[8] A identification by means of 
characteristics of chain code is presented according to the characteristics of Nakhi pictographs. Definitely, 
chain code cannot be used directly for formulations of Nakhi pictographs. Eliminating the direction of 
chain code and the polygonal approximation are the primary problems to be considered in this project.  
2. NET platform 
 Why should .NET be chosen as the technical platform when developing a distributed application? For 
developers, First: it provides a great deal of simple controls; powerful class libraries and excellent code 
structures, all this can be used directly for developing their own software, Which saves developers a lot of 
time and energy. Second: .NET has the following properties : a unified platform, a standardized data type, 
a standardized format. Developers could take full advantage of these virtues for the class libraries which 
include all the programming languages of .NET and manufacturer languages of third parties they create in 
any programming language.Finally:.NET supports for over 20 languages：Basic，C#，C++，JScript，
Vasual J#.NET，Vasual Studio.NET，etc.
3. Illustration of chain code 
Shape feature is one of the most important low-level visual features of image retrieval, it provides 
useful means for describing high-level visual features, also plays an important role in obtaining pictogram 
images for further processing. Normally, shape feature can be expressed by these two methods: namely, 
contour features and regional characteristics. The contour features of images are aiming mainly at the 
outer border of objects, while chain code is an extremely efficient and common methods to represent 
shape feature. 
The concept of chain code was put forward by Freeman in 1961. In order to represent the designated 
length and direction of beeline segment which are connected in sequence via combination to form a 
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boundary line. Commonly used chain code description methods involve four directions (see chart 1_a) as 
well as eight directions chain code(see chart 1_b).  
Fig 1 .NET Framework System Architecture 
Chain code can show a border through the designated length of connection sequences. An image 
extraction based on chain codes is introduced mainly for matching dissimilar images one another, then it 
can be used into many military and civil purpose, can be applied to image processing of remote sensing 
generally as well. 
        a. 4 directed graph of four directions Chain code        b. 8 directed graph of eight directions Chain code                 
Fig 2 directed graph of Chain code 
4. Software of individual characters recognition about the Nakhi pictographs based on .net and 
chain code
This software have adopted image recognition technology of the Nakhi pictographs, being based on 
chain code. By configuring signature database and photo galleries, individual character can be matched 
exactly. A variety of image processing and characteristic extraction can be done before the matching. The 
results show directly that is the same image as searching, and output the position based on the images 
date-base. while graphical output directly displays results. 
The following is a description about this software. 
The image processing technology research can be achieved by this software includes: the opening of 
the picture, close ; gradation, two values, normalization; chain code detection of images, and perform 
matching operations upon chain code. Run this software, the main interface showed as follows fig 1. 
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Fig 3 Application interface graph 
Based on .net, chain code can be used by the Nakhi pictographs to match image in the software. 
Therefore, chain code should be a first requirement. Step as follows: after running compiler casually open 
a picture, then click on the  icon or order click the ” recognition->extract chain code”. 
Finally, extract the chain code can be realized from the image. 
  The operating results shown in Figure 2. 
Fig 4 extracted view of chain code 
Clearly，Image matching is where the destination located in this software.After extracting chain code, 
then input 67 and click "OK" button. There, “Identification results” that section of the interface could 
show the position of character and the matched image as searching based on the images date-base. On a 
successful match, the result is displayed accordingly as follows: 
5. Conclusions 
Until now, this paper introduces a isolated word recognition software of printed Nakhi pictographic 
based on chain code which focus on features: image processing of gradation, two values, normalization; 
extraction of chain code; perform matching and recognizing operations upon chain code; save images 
after a variety of operations. But this software cannot solve problems that polygonal approximation of 
image matching, only complete matching with identical Nakhi pictographic. Regarding the above 
deficiency, will continue research thoroughly to explore and the solution in the later. Making a point of 
the research of the polygonal approximation problems to achieved a breakthrough in the progress. 
Admittedly, but for now the level of character recognition of Nakhi has not reached the ideal state. 
Insufficiency still existed, especially on the similar characters recognition. For the research focuses on 
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Nakhi pictographs, we have a long way to go. Our careers that individual characters recognition about the 
Nakhi pictographs based on chain code have only just got going. Our spirit of “develop the national 
culture, advance national digital and informatization processes ” concept for own country contribution to 
the cause of a force in the following days. 
Fig 5 Illustrated handbook of a successful match 
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